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About the Order of Guardians of God’s Will on Earth  
In past years, the Order was under the strict supervision of the state, as were other spiritual 
communities and religions. Now it may proclaim its doctrine in public. This was celebrated in 
1993 in a new assembly hall of the Order. 

The Order of Guardians of God’s Will on Earth is a new worldwide spiritual community. The 
mission of the Order is to guard God’s will on Earth. The bases of the Order’s way are The 
Seven Pillars: 

The Teaching of the Truth, The Commandments of the Order, The Spiritualities of the Order, 
The Statute of the Order (The Guiding Rules of the Order), The Glares of the Order, The 
Three Lessons and The Only temple of the Most High. 

The Order conducts educational activities and holds divine services and other spiritual 
ceremonies to praise God and to support the human spirit. 

Faith in the Triune God and the desire to serve to Him are the only conditions for membership 
in the Order. All are welcome without regard for religion, race, nationality, gender or age. The 
members participate in the Order’s activities, take a free part in the Spiritualities and Glares of 
the Order and enlarge their knowledge of the Pillars of the Order by attending various 
lectures, informal discussions and the Order’s schools and by trying to be an example to 
others. Life in the Order is both inner and outer life that is imbued with spirit of the Pillars of 
the Order. 

The Order of Guardians of God’s Will on Earth was founded in Karlovy Vary (Czech 
Republic) in 1962 as a new spiritual community with the purpose of awakening, restoring and 
reinforcing faith in God to people of any religion or denomination. The Order obtains 
members and leads them to salvation, but only those who are willing to subordinate their lives 
to their spiritual destiny. The Order’s way to salvation is only one possible way. From that 
follows the tolerant attitude of the Order to other churches and religious communities. 

The doctrine of the Order, presented in the Pillars of the Order, gives people of today a clear 
and complete picture of where they come from, why they live and what happens after death. 
The Pillars tell people what their relationship should be to God, to the family, to neighbors, to 
nature and to material possessions. It is a clear and simple instruction about how life should 
be led, how to arrive safely at life’s destination, and for soul’s salvation. 

The Order appeals to its members and to all people of good will to devote themselves to the 
struggle of good against evil and to promote benevolence and love among all people. 

If you would like to become acquainted with the doctrine of the Order, please contact: 

 

Řád ochránců Boží vůle na Zemi 
Rosnice 27 
360 17 Karlovy Vary 
Czech Republic 

www.robvnz.cz 
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